
 
 
 

 

 

SITEVISIT 03/03: PEEL & MAAS 
Helden -  The Netherlands 

 
The aim of the "N-POWER"1 action-research project is to improve the spatial, social and economic 
quality of neighbourhoods by stimulating citizens' initiatives through real co-production between local 
authorities and inhabitants. In this context, a training program is organized including site visits. The 
third one will take place on 03 March 2020 in Helden.  
 
Introduction 
The Municipality of Peel en Maas is a Dutch municipality as a merger in 2010 of 4 smaller municipalities 
and has been working for almost 20 years on community development and community building 
towards all forms of civic governance (Dutch: Zelfsturing).  
Since 2000 there have been three generations or phases toward more civic governance (Zelfsturing) 
in the municipality of Peel en Maas: 

• Zelfsturing 1.0 was mainly focused on physical projects and the municipality played an 
important role in the realisation of the physical facilities.  

• Zelfsturing 2.0 attention was paid to social development such as facilities for the elderly and 
the role of the municipality changed more towards facilitating initiatives and needs.  

• Zelfsturing 3.0  started a few years ago and the attention was shifting to an  'mental state'. 
This includes questions such as: How do we want to raise or children? How can we work 
together in our villages? What kind of village do we want to be in 10 years’ time? 

The three generations to civic governance have a different course and a different rhythm in each village 
centre. They’re all vital communities through community building. They thrive by modesty and 
thoughtfulness of the local government. Current issues can only be solved by dialogue between all 
partners, in which the government is sometimes in the lead, sometimes the citizens. The result are vital 
communities in the municipality of Peel en Maas. The questions is: how do they do it?  
 
Program 
10:00            Welcome in Sittard  
10:30            Introduction to the concept of Zelfsturing according to the municipality of Peel en Maas  
11.30:           Carpool towards Helden 
12.30:           Lunch in Helden 
13.00:           Review: 19 Years of Community building and civic governance in the municipality of           

Peel en Maas 
17.00:           End of the day 

 
Practical information 
Address: Ligne 1, 6131 MT Sittard  (navigation Haspelsestraat Ligne Parking)  
Date & time: 03/03/20 from 10:00 to 17:00 
Languages: simultaneous translation assured  
Registration: FREE but mandatory via the following link: https://forms.gle/k1vm6Uw5FGPN7hdh8 

 
1 The N-POWER action research project is financed by the Interreg program (ERDF) and the partner regions 


